Indiana University; Indiana; USA

RRID:SCR_011294
Type: Tool

Proper Citation

Indiana University; Indiana; USA (RRID:SCR_011294)

Resource Information

URL: [http://www.indiana.edu/](http://www.indiana.edu/)

Proper Citation: Indiana University; Indiana; USA (RRID:SCR_011294)

Description: Public research university in Indiana. Has 8 statewide campuses known for innovation, creativity, and academic freedom.

Abbreviations: IU

Synonyms: Indiana University

Resource Type: university

Resource Name: Indiana University; Indiana; USA

Resource ID: SCR_011294

Alternate IDs: nlx_87622, grid.411377.7, Crossref funder ID:100010178, ISNI:0000 0001 0790 959X, Wikidata:Q1079140

Alternate URLs: [https://ror.org/02k40bc56](https://ror.org/02k40bc56)

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Indiana University; Indiana; USA.

No alerts have been found for Indiana University; Indiana; USA.

Data and Source Information
Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 14 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [RRID](#).  


Snir S, et al. (2014) Universal pacemaker of genome evolution in animals and fungi and variation of evolutionary rates in diverse organisms. Genome biology and evolution, 6(6), 1268-78.


Townsend JT, et al. () A Note on Drawing Conclusions in the Study of Visual Search and the Use of Slopes in Particular. i-Perception, 7(6), 2041669516674220.